
"The Cruel Mother. " She has far too many backup 
musicians and harmony vocalists to list them all , 
but I will mention Nathan Salsburg on guitar, who 
co-arranged with her, Dan Gellert on banjo, Scott 
Miller, Alice Gerrard, Leah Abramson, Abigail 
Washburn on harmony vocals, and Kai Welch on 
piano and trumpet. 

The first song, "Nothing," is about the bizarre 
way that human brains and memory work or don't 
work. "In The Ocean" is an unusual take on 
unrequited love. "The Platform" is another musing 
on memory. "The Stars," which is also out as a 
music video, continues this theme, as does "Fly 
To Me." The traditional pieces include the ribald 
"1845," the chilling "The Cruel Mother," "The Fatal 
Flower Garden," "Old Bangum," and "Lamplighting 
Time." 

These songs do not fit neatly into a genre, but 
they are certainly informed by Rayna 's lifelong 
immersion in traditional music. Rayna has a low
pitched expressive voice, and she has chosen 
songs which draw on her emotive power. If this 
description intrigues you, give it a listen. (Redeye 
Distribution , 449A Trollingwood Rd., Haw River, 
NC 27258, www.redeyeusa.com.)SAG 

CORY PIATT 
DAYDREAMS 

Patuxent Music 
PXCD-234 

It is always a breath of fresh air when a new 
bluegrass CD arrives in the mail that pops from the 
first note to the end. And , it is even sweeter when 
the album is by a younger musician who is making 
their mark and striking out on their own. That is the 
case with Daydreams, the new album by mandolin 
whiz Cory Piatt. 

Many of you will recognize Piatt as the 
mandolin player for Kenny & Amanda Smith. 
Here, he gets to stretch out a bit and roll out some 
riffs , although this project is surprisingly well
rounded. The opening cut is "Crossfire," an original 
instrumental written by Piatt that has him playing 
some powerful and melodic Adam Steffey/Sierra 
Hull-style mandolin that rocks. It is the first offive 
PiaU-penned instrumentals that include the 
upbeat "Land Rush ," the Celtic-influenced "Tell Me 
Somethin'," the crooked-yet-fun "The Beauty Of 
Idleness," and the smoking "A Universal Truth ." 
Intertwined between the hot picking are four vocal 
cuts that are very enjoyable. The first one is "Good 
At Losing You ," sung by Keith Garrett. The 
second is the Chris Harris-penned "Poor Boy," 
also sung by Garrett, and the third one features 
wonderful lead vocals by Ronnie Bowman on "Sad 
Songs." Brandon Bostic takes the lead vocal reins 
on the real country-sounding song "That's Just 
Jessie." 

Piatt is backed by a great cast of musical 
talent here including Scott Vestal, Mark Schatz, 
Randy Kohrs, Jake Stargel, Jim VanCleve, Bryan 
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McDowell, Gavin Largent, Owen Piatt, and Darren 
Beachley. Yet, Piatt more than holds his own on 
Daydreams, a new project that I hope proves to be 
a breakout album for this exceptional mandolin 
player. (Patuxent Music, P.O. Box 572 , Rockville, 
MD 20848, www.pxrec.com.)DH 

TRIMOUNT AIN SESSIONS 
SLOTH, INDOLENCE & TORPIDITY 

No Label 
No Number 

This EP consists of six cuts that sound like the 
final examination for a Berklee College bluegrass 
class. The playing is topnotch , smooth as silk, 
and layered like a triple-decker chocolate fudge 
cake. It is well recorded and is wonderfully rich. 
The ensemble playing is exquisite. They go from 
silence to full throttle in a split second. This is 
bluegrass taken to an extreme and will be a big hit 
with those who like their music progressive, with 
a dab of the new age and not a lick of moss, as it 
all burned off along the way. 

The problem for the more traditional enthusiast 
will be finding the hummable melody. For the fan 
of jazz-grass, there will be no problem. They are 
quite capable of playing something that sounds 
traditional, like "Hoss And Rumble" which starts 
out with fiddle and banjo, sounding almost old
time except for the Celtic-style triplets in the banjo 
(no small feat). These fellows blend styles like a 
sous chef. 

This Boston based band consists of Gabe 
Hirschfeld, banjo, Josh Dayton, bass, MattWitler, 
mandolin , Hayes Griffin , guitar, and John 
Mailander on fiddle. They display considerable 
talent as they explore the musicality of the old in 
a new way. (Josh Dayton, 10A Buzzards Bay 
Ave. , Woods Hole, MA 02543.)RCB 

JESSE GREGORY 
FAULTLINE 

No Label 
No Number 

There is always a new batch of singers coming 
onto the bluegrass scene every few years or so. 
What's cool about the bluegrass genre is that you 
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usually hear about them when they're young , 
most likely when they're playing in family bands. 
When they grow up, they either branch off on their 
own or take a different route in life. For vocalist 
Jesse Gregory, her path led to East Tennessee 
State University's Bluegrass Music Program, 
where she will graduate this year. 

On her new album, Faultline , she gets to 
showcase her talent, backed by musicians Alison 
Krauss, Sierra Hull , Tim Crouch , Justin Moses, 
Harold Nixon, Randy Kohrs, Jay Weaver, and 
Clay Hess, who co-produced this album with 
Kohrs. This is a good effort for an early album, as 
it showcases a voice that is strong and distinctive. 
Gregory has the vocal chops that will give her a 
bright future if she keeps moving forward. 

Faultline is produced a bit on the slick side, 
and you can tell that it was pieced together over a 
long period of time as it has little in the way of an 
organic feel to it. But, that's a good problem to 
have, as many early, self-produced recordings 
can be on the rough side. You come away from 
listening to this thinking , after you 've been 
impressed by the vocals, that it will be exciting to 
hear Gregory step out and create a sound all her 
own once she graduates. This is a good 
introduction to a singer that we'll all hopefully get 
to see grow and prosper in the bluegrass world in 
the years to come. (www.jessegregory.com.)DH 

CHASING BLUE 
LOW VALLEY 

No Label 
No Number 

The Boston-based band Chasing Blue hits 
quickly and decisively on their debut recording of 
ten original songs. "Come To Me," the opener, is 
a winning combination of medium-tempo 
bluegrass, Americana, and pop, driven along by 
drums, made intriguing by slippery and swooping 
vocals from Suzanne Oleson and, ultimately, 
anchored by a fine hook-laden chorus. The 
second track doesn't fare as well. A nice intra is 
followed by a rather pedestrian set of lyrics about 
home, a topic needing more creativity to be 
viable. The next track, a murder ballad , starts to 
lean that same way, but is rescued by a lively 
fiddle dance rhythm , and enough contemporary 
feel to make it go. 

The recording then hits a string of interesting 
material more in keeping with the band's vision . 
"Two Broken Wings," mournful and dreamlike, 
flows nicely and is made more interesting by the 
long, descending melody line. "Queen City Feel," 
funky and percussive , pairs well with the 
rockabilly drive of"Red Wine Rock And Roll" and 
takes the band decidedly outside the bluegrass 
sphere . Closing the record are the instrumental 
"Mysty Valll;)y" and the drifting procrastination 
song "Let's Start Tomorrow," the latter of which is 
one of the highlight tracks. 
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